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JOY AND PAYNE - The site of a large, beautiful and unspoiled northern lake is aways a nice thing. And it is even more lovely when you have been slogging up a river 
through tortuous Ungava. This was the HACC’s view of Payne Lake in August 1990, the headwaters for the Payne/Arnaud River that runs down to Ungava Bay in far 
northeastern Quebec. The view here is the extreme western end of the 60 mile lake, and it indeed would turn out to be something of a real pain before we made it to 
the end. But our introduction was calm and incredibly welcome for it meant it was all downhill from here.



Longtime reader Jon Berger, whose book 
Back Blaze is reviewed in this Out� t wrote 
to comment on our back cover shot from 
#158 and about how Eric changed his life.

Ah, Eric Morse- 1979- we are 
going up the Berens from Lake 
Winnipeg to the height of land 

crossing to the Cat River- - just as we were 
pulling up a rapids- I saw two gray heads 
descending in an aluminum canoe- it was 
Eric and Pamela- we exchanged chit chat- 
I later sent him a couple of drawings of 
Woman Falls- above that he had portaged 
around- as well as a draft of  an inter-
pretive book on canoeing. He returned 
the draft with the terse comment that it 
was part of the “elegiac school of writing” 
and why did I not stick to the facts and 
mark route maps since that info was dis-
appearing- and so my friend was born the 
idea of the Canoe Atlas- and I shelved the 
notion of writing in the spirit of Sig Olson 
to spend the next 30 years on the atlas of 
the little north.

It has been a while since we talked 
about our old friends at Hydro-Que-
bec who have filled so many pages 

over the 30 years of Che-Mun. They have 
been fairly quiet with no new major plans 
announced.

� ey have been busy refurbishing a lot 
of their installations including the mas-
sive Robert Bourassa generating station at 
LG-2 on the La Grande River - or what is 
le�  of it. And they have a number of stud-
ies on damming the George, Puvirnituq, 
Kogaluk and many more in the drawer 
awaiting the right timing.

So we though we would update you on 
their most recent damming - the majestic 
Romaine River on the north shore of the 
St. Lawrence.

Here’s an update from 
the sparce English ver-
sion of their website:

“Hydro-Québec 
Production obtained 
the necessary approvals 
to build a 1,550-MW 
hydroelectric complex 
on the Rivière Romaine, 
north of the municipal-
ity of Havre-Saint-Pierre 
on the north shore of 
the St. Lawrence. 
� e complex will 
consist of four 
hydropower gen-
erating stations 
with average 
annual output of 
8.0 TWh.

“Construc-
tion of the 
Romaine-2 de-
velopment began 
in 2009 and 
commissioning 
is planned for 
2014. Work on 
the Romaine-1 
and Romaine 3 
developments, 
which will be 
operational in 
2016 and 2017, 
respectively, is 
also under way.”

� e beauti-
fully illustrated 
French map 
shows the work 
done on the 
Romaine (seen 
in better days 
above).
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Canoesworthy
On January 1, a Baffin Island-wide ban on caribou hunting took effect as 

stakeholders begin the process of setting the first ever management plan 
for the population, which has largely disappeared in the last 20 years.

� e Nunavut government’s decision to impose the temporary ban has been a 
controversial one, but Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., the Inuit land claims organization, 
is supporting it.

“We support their decision,” says NTI vice-president James Eetoolook. “We feel 
that the caribou can come back to a healthy number again by putting a restriction 
on the harvesting of the number of caribou.”

Surveys show the population of the Ba�  n Island herd has dropped by nearly 90 
per cent over the past two decades.

� e government of Nunavut hopes a temporary ban on hunting will allow the 
herd to grow again.

In a news release, Eetoolook acknowledges that the Nunavut land claim gives 
the Environment Minister the power to make a harvesting decision in the event of 
“urgent and unusual circumstances” that require an immediate change in policy.

In the next few months, the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board will hold a 
public hearing into the issue, and send its decision to the Environment Minister. 
� at process can take anywhere from six to eight months.

Volatile metal prices have delayed the submission of a draft environ-
mental impact statement for Glencore’s proposed Hackett River mine, a 
zinc-silver project based in Nunavut’s Kitikmeot region.

News from the project, located about 75 kilometres southwest of Bathurst Inlet, 
has been slow to come since the mining company bought the Kitikmeot properties 
from Sabina Gold and Silver Corp. in 2011.

� e project’s dra�  Environmental Impact Statement was originally due this past 
December, but now Glencore says it can’t say when that will happen.

“Developing a project of this nature is a complex task and we continue to evalu-
ate this project from a number of angles so that we can maximize the socio-eco-
nomic bene� ts while minimizing any potential environmental impacts,” Glencore’s 
Michel Boucher wrote to the Nunavut Impact Review Board this past October.

Boucher said the delay is due to “uncertain economic growth and volatile metal 
prices.”

� e Hackett River project includes three main silver-rich zinc deposits: Main 
Zone, Boot, and East Cleaver, as well as the Jo Zone satellite deposit.

� e project is considered one of the largest volcanogenic massive sul� de ore 
(VMS) deposits in Canada, and possibly the world.

A� er its purchase in 2011, Glencore committed to invest $40 million into ad-
vanced exploration at the site.

At the time, the four open-pit and two underground mines at Hackett River 
were expected to produce 250,000 tonnes of zinc per year over 15 years, provide 
800 jobs during construction and 500 when operating.

� e zinc would be shipped out through the Northwest Passage, past Resolute 
Bay and down the west coast of Ba�  n Island to Europe.

The two major Inuit organizations in northern Quebec revealed their of-
ficial position on uranium mining at a public consultation in Kangiqsua-
lujjuaq, Que., and it’s a resounding ‘No.’

Makivik President Jobie Tukkiapik says the consensus is clear: Nunavik Inuit 
fears for radioactive contamination of the land trump any economic windfall they 

Editor’s Notebook

Che-Mun greetings for 2015 and 
for the second last time as we 
present our penultimate issue.

We are hoping to have a bit of an 
expanded � nal issue for you this Spring 
with 160. We are planning to � nally 
report a story that we have been meaning 
to get to for a long time and providing my 
contact person is willing, we should be 
able to give you a great look into a one-
of-a-kind canoe trip from almost a half 
century ago. But enough teasing and time 
to concentrate on Out� t 159.

We continue our run through the 
HACC trips over the years with one in-
stallment le� . And we are also pleased to 
o� er you something of interest from Jack 
Goering.

Jack was a teacher at Trinity College 
School where my youngest brother Geof-
frey and HACC original Peter Scott went 
in the 1970s and where, in so many ways, 
the Hide-Away Canoe Club was born. 

Peter Scott was there because his father 
Angus Scott was the headmaster of what 
was then an all-boys school in Port Hope, 
Ontario -it’s co-ed now. And it was also 
the place where, years earlier, Eric Morse 
used to teach. Eric kept up contact with 
the school which allowed Geo� rey to be 
exposed to his canoeing story.

Angus Scott joined Eric Morse’s later 
canoe trips and he in turn got both Peter 
and Geo� rey into canoeing. � e three 
all did Saskatchewan’s Churchill River in 
1979. Jack Goering also paddled regularly 
with Eric and Angus. So it kind of all � ts 
together.

And Jack was part of a double canoe 
trip celebration of the 100th anniversary 
of the NWT founding when, in 1870, the 
Hudson’s Bay Company surrendered its 
rights over Rupert’s Land to Canada. And 
on July 15, 1870 the Northwest Territor-
ies was born. To celebrate that date two 
canoe trips were organized by Eric Morse. 
See and read about it on pages 4 & 5.

We hope you enjoy this issiue and we 
will keep bringing you canoeing history 
until we’re history ourselves.

–Michael Peake
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We are publish-
ing an email 
from veteran 
paddler JACK 
GOERING  of 
Port Hope, ON 
to the Ontario 
based TV net-
work TVO con-
cerning a show 
last fall on the 
discovery of the 
Franklin ship 
Erebus in the 

waters near Gjoa Haven. Jack, who was 
a canoeing partner of Eric Morse wanted 
to let them know about two canoe trips 
more than 40 years ago with a bit of 
more recent history concerning Franklin 
and how he relates to canoeists.

I was most interested in Steve Pai-
kin’s interview with John Geiger, 
CEO of the Canadian Geographic 

Society on September 12, 2014, in con-
nection with finding one of Franklin’s 
ships in the Arctic. 

Steve brought up the question of why 

4
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should Canadians be interested in some-
thing that is not Canadian - British ships, 
Royal Navy, etc.

“Who is Franklin?” As Geiger men-
tioned Franklin had made trips of explor-
ation in 1819-22 and also 1825-27 when 
a lot of the arctic coastline was charted 

In connection with this you might 
be interested in the following  in 
formation. 

In 1966 I was a member of a canoe 
trip down the Coppermine River from 
Lac de Gras to Coppermine organized 
by the late Eric W. Morse, (at the time 
Director of the Association of Canadian 
Clubs in Ottawa)

One of our party was Pierre Elliott 
Trudeau (then parliamentary secretary to 
Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson).

We used Franklin’s journal of 1819-
1822 when he pioneered this route.

In 1970, which was the Northwest 
Territories Centennial, Eric Morse organ-
ized two trips to follow Franklin’s trip 
from Great Slave Lake to Coppermine in 
1819-1822, 150 years earlier.

Point Lake, on the Coppermine River, 
which is about half way between Great Slave 
Lake and Coronation Gulf was chosen as 
the starting point for the two trips.

One party of 6, called “� e Copper-
mines” paddled north down the Copper-
mine to the community of Coppermine 
on Coronation Gulf. (Two members still 
alive!)

� e other party, also of six, of which 
I was a member, was called “� e Yellow-
knives.” (One member still alive!)  We 
travelled south through a number of 
lakes to the Winter River where Franklin 
had spent the winter of 1819-20 at Fort 
Enterprise and to the Yellowknife River 
ending in Great Slave Lake. Because of 
the number of portages that we had to 
make, we became known as the “walk-
ing” party!

We used Franklin’s map titled “A 
Chart of the Discoveries and Route of 
the Northern Land Expedition under the 
command of Captain Franklin, R.N. in 
the years 1820 & 21, Laid down under 
his inspection by the O�  cers Assisting in 
the Expedition.” We also referred to his 
journal repeatedly.

Eric Morse had written up a brief 
history of Franklin’s 1819-1822 
trip for the NWT Centen-

nial. - “Retracing Franklin’s First Arctic 
Expedition.”

Here is an excerpt:-

“In the mind of the public, 
Sir John Franklin seems to 
be identi� ed only with a 
sea expedition to � nd the 
North-West Passage, which 
ended in the greatest tragedy 
in Arctic annals, the loss of 
every man in the two crews 
of Franklin’s ships, the Erebus 
and the Terror.

“In actual fact, Franklin 
had already made two im-
portant Arctic expeditions, 
approaching from the south 
by land.”

“� e � rst white man to 
paddle down this exciting 
and dangerous river (the 
Coppermine) was Franklin. 
� e Coppermine is thus 
Franklin’s River, as much as 
the Mackenzie is Macken-
zie’s or the Fraser River is 
Fraser’s.”

“(Ninety nine per cent of Canadians 
will never go there.” People in the south 
haven’t a clue what the north is like. What 
is it about the north?”

Canadian History is about the Fur 
Trade, the Hudson’s Bay Company, 
Samuel Hearne, Alexander Mackenzie, 
Simon Fraser, David � ompson, and 
many explorers such as Peter Fidler, J.B 
and J.W. Tyrrell and Ste� anson.  � ere 
are many of us “in the south” who have 
explored many rivers north of 60 since 
Eric Morse started following the fur trade 
routes across Canada as a result of teach-
ing Canadian History in the 50’s and 60’s. 
Why do we go there? ADVENTURE IS 
THE NAME OF THE GAME!

Books by Eric Morse:- Fur Trade 
Routes in Canada! � en and Now (1968), 
and Freshwater Saga 1987)

By the way - Winter Lake which is 
where Franklin built Fort Enterprise 
where he spent the winter of 1820, and 
which was being explored by a Univer-
sity of Alberta team of archeologists in 
1970 when we passed through, has been 
deemed by the Canadian government, to 
be a tailings dump! Shouldn’t it be a 
Heritage Site?

 

The Other Franklin Expeditions

THE COPPERMINE CREW 1966 - L-R Erwin Streisinger, Pierre Elliott Trudeau, Angus Scott, Bill Mathers, Pamela Morse (bottom) 
Alice Wendt, Tom Mathers, Jack Goering, Eric Morse, Arch Jones.



There was little doubt that the 
inspiration for this historic  
trip lay in the recent past. The 

Voyageurs with Eric Morse did this trip 
in 1955 later immortalized in Sig Olson’s  
terrific book The Lonely Land. Also in 
1979 the HACC’s future Chief Guide, 
Geoffrey Peake, did it with a high school 
group accompanied by Peter Scott and 
his father Angus, who was a friend of 
Eric and had paddled with him on other 
trips.

� e Churchill is a massive river 
running 1000 miles due east to Hudson 
Bay starting in the northwest corner of 
Saskatchewan. � e prime canoeing part 
along the traditional voyageur route 
which detours from the Churchill, south 
through the Sturgeon-Weir River.

Northern Saskatchewan is a canoeing 
paradise. � e river is big, but pool and 
drop, for easier passage and the water is 
warm and the bugs are minimal. When Sig 
Olson and company came through here 
60 years ago, it was relatively unpopulated. 
Today the cottage lifestyle has spread into 
the region but the river remains a delight.

� e photo to the right was on our  
second last days on the Churchill proper. 
An air-� lled white pillow and Editor Peake 
in the bow proved too much in Grand 
Rapids as the periscope came up as we 
went straight into the warm Churchill wat-
ers. A quick shakeout and we were on our 
way to nearby Frog Portage, the historic 
link to the south.

Unlike the Olson group we ended 
our trip at Pelican Narrows along the 
Sturgeon-Weir and did not continue down 
to historic Cumberland House on the 
Saskatchewan River.

It was a very di� erent trip for us from 
the previous year’s privations in Ungava 
and we certainly relished the temperate 
climate, easy camping and absence of a 
cold, relentless wind.

One of the highlights was a visit to 

Stanley Mission where Saskatchewan’s 
� rst church was built 150 years ago and 
still stands proudly on the north bank of 
this great river, the oldest building in the 
province. When the Hudson’s Bay Com-
pany relocated across the river almost a 
century ago, so did all of the town and the 
church remains a lone beacon. It had just 
been refurbished before our visit as an 
imminent royal visit from Prince Andrew 
and Fergie was the cause of repairs - so it 
certainly looked great.

� e Churchill was the principal route to 
the northwest and is loaded with historical 
reference and places named by the explor-
ers. � ere are pictographs and challenging 
rapids with superb camping on the edge of 
the Canadian Shield. And did I mention 
no bugs! Not sure the reason why the bugs 
are low but we were too superstitious to 
question it but Geo�  noticed it in ‘79 too.

� ere were other types of pictographs 
as well. On the upper river, quite a lot of 
gra�  ti was sprayed on the conveniently  
� at sloping rock of the Shield. A sad 
reminder of the changes in this eternal 
landscape. 350 miles/15 days

It seemed we couldn’t take the balmy 
wind and waters for more than one 
year as we headed back to Ungava 

for another crossing of that rugged penin-
sula.

Our Chief Guide missed his � rst of two 
consecutive years with this trip and was 
replaced by friend and northern paddling 
vet David � ompson, an educator with 
a superb historic name. Peter Brewster, 
Michael Peake and Peter Scott rounded out 
the crew.

� is route began in Povungnituq, as it 
was called them, now Puvirnituq, were we 
had le�  the canoes from our 1988 trip.

We were to retrace the route of  Dr. 
Rousseau and his University of Laval 
group of scientists in 1948. We got a li�  
from town down to the mouth of the 
Kogaluk River which we would ascend 
to the headwaters and portage across the 
height of land into massive Payne Lake and 
follow that river into Ungava Bay.

� e rugged Kogaluk with is pool and 
drop rapids proved to be straightforward 

The HACC Collection

Stanley Mission where Saskatchewan’s 

CHURCHILL R.

ACROSS UNGAVA 1990

Over our remaining two issues and in response to reader requests, we continue our recap the major 
trips of the Hide-Away Canoe Club over 30 years. Here is Part Three of Four.
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to ascend. We were now pretty comfort-
able in heading upstream and had a good 
system in place.

We had pretty good weather heading up 
the Kogaluk. We had seen the NFB movie  
Across Arctic Ungava which was shot dur-
ing Rousseau’s trip and is a great record of 
travel in that time. In true historic trad-
ition, they used native guides from Quebec 
to make sure they got there.

One thing about paddling in Quebec’s 
far north is that you are rarely bothered by 
excess days of heat or good weather. � e 
crap is always just around the corner.

One evening was memorable. � e air 
was � lled with the salmon-colour northern 
lights that the region seems to produce. It 
was a calm, delightful evening as we were 
lulled to sleep in our tents sitting on the � at 
rock of a lovely camp. By morning it was 
blowing hard and wet from the east with a 
40 F temperature. Where had it all gone?

� e raw nature of Ungava, which would 
continuously lash out over the course of 
the trip was a source of amazement to 
David � ompson. He was a seasoned trav-
eller with thousands of miles logged in the 
NWT and Nunavut. He learned why we 
refer to those places as � e Tropics.

A� er some artful route � nding on the 
upper Kogaluk which we had to leave and 
made it to the 60 mile long Payne Lake. We 
got smacked there by wind for a couple of 
days including a 54 mph breeze with rain 

that managed to slow us down for a while. 
One of the highlights of this trip was the 
work of � omas Lee and his proposition 

that the Vikings had been to this area 
hundreds of years ago establishing a small 
settlement on Payne Lake. We visiting the 
spot with it’s outlines of “buildings” in the 
desolate barrens. Most scholars do not 
support Lee’s theories but they are interest-
ing to say the least. Our greatest embar-
rassment of our many trips occurred on 
the lower Payne (also know as the Arnaud 
in Quebec) when we were unable to � nd 
the stone obelisk known as the Hammer 

of � or which Lee postulated was a Viking 
signal to travel up the river.

We had a good look but somehow 
missed it - to our morti� cation. We were 
also preoccupied in � nishing this tough 
trip as the estuary paddle in driving wind, 
rain and tide proved memorable.

One nice thing a� er arriving in the con-
tinuing rain in Kangirsuq and drying out in 
the Northern Stores warehouse was to meet 
with some locals who heard about our trip. 
One elder said we were the � rst group to do 
the route since 1948. � at was pretty cool.

We also managed to sell our completely 
scratched up canoes to the locals who 
needed a tender to get out to their boats 
in the massive tides. � e picture to the le�  
of us arriving shows the empty harbour 
which is � lled with water at high tide.

400 miles/27 days

We were well into an intensive 
five year run of trips and 
both the Lands Forlorn and 

Heart of the North in 1992 incorporated 
the remarkable Coppermine River.

Quite by accident we had stumbled 
across a copy of the rare book by George 
Douglas and his travels in the Coppermine 
region in 1911-12. We were always inter-
ested in the Coppermine for many reasons, 
one of which it was Eric Morse’s favourite . 

to ascend. We were now pretty comfort- that managed to slow us down for a while. 
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So a chance to combine a historic retracing 
on a great river proved irresistible.

It was the same crew as last year with 
the exception of David � ompson who was 
replaced by fourth Peake brother David, 
who now goes by his middle name Andrew.

� e route is a classic of northern travel 
as is the book Lands Forlorn. Flying in to 
the northeast corner of Great Bear Lake 
we made a quick visit to the decaying 
remains of Fort Con� dence on the north 
shore. Built in 1837 by Simpson and 
Dease it was photographed by David 
Hanbury in 1902 with wooden buildings 
still standing. By the time Douglas arrived 
in 1911 the wood was gone and the stone 
and mortar chimneys remained. � ere 
were still a couple of chimney stumps 
remaining for us to see.

A few miles away up the Dease River is 
the remains of the cabin built by George 
Douglas party which also featured his 
brother Lionel and scientist August 
Sandberg. � e cabin still stands - or did - 
silently falling back into the elements.

Our tracking skills were soon put to 
use as we worked our way up the gentle 
but constant � ow of the Dease River. � ere 
was a 10 mile jump from the Dease to 
the Dismal Lakes which drains into the 
Coppermine. � e photo on the previous 
page shows us standing at the main stretch 
of that link to the Dismals atop a windy 
ridge. We headed down into the gully to 
make our way east.

� e poorly-named Dismals drain 
through the Kendall River and we stopped 
at the site of John Richardson’s cache dur-
ing his search for the Franklin expedition 
in the 1840s.

We paddled through the canyon section 
of the Kendall just before the Coppermine 
and vividly recall the feel of the canoe 
when we entered the big river, its power 
ran through the boat and told us we were 
in a totally new environment.

� e weather changed here and most 
of the run down the Coppermine was in 
gray and cold. Next year’s trip. Heart of 
the North, crossed from Great Bear Lake 
to the upper Coppermine and enjoyed 
spectacular weather on the lower river 
which was a great contrast and a joy to the 
photographers

� e Coppermine delighted us. It was 

big and fast and cold but paddleable and 
studded with historic rapids and portages. 
It drips history and adventure and we are it 
up and came away, once again in agree-
ment with Eric Morse. 250 miles/ 23 days 
& 400 miles/28 days

After a year off in 1993 we undertook 
another route in a totally new region, the 
far northwest. This was a route done by 
Eric Morse in 1965 and appealed to him as 
it was the easiest way to cross the moun-
tains of the western cordillera - McDougall 
Pass with an elevation of 1000 feet.

� e Rat River drains from the Yukon- 
NWT border into the Mackenzie with a 
steady gradient. � is was the back door 
route into Alaska for many of the gold 
seekers in 1898. 

In fact when George Douglas was head-
ing north on the HBC boat for his Lands 
Forlorn trip, noted poet Robert Service was 
there too - heading up the Rat. � ere was a 
even community near its mouth called De-
struction City where gold seekers gathered 
before the climb up the aquatic escalator.

Our group of six included the four 
Peakes plus Peter Brewster and newcomer 
Andrew Macdonald who was the youngest 
by 12 years. � e trip began just south of 
Fort McPherson where the Peel River en-
ters the Mackenzie River at the start of the 
famous delta. While most interesting to be 
on the Mackenzie, paddling the delta  with 
its very high banks and muddy takeouts 

was not so pleasurable. We did not have to 
go far to begin our twisty introduction to 
the lower Rat River which wove through 
thick forest before clearing out as it began 
to climb near Destruction City - of which 
there are no visible traces.

� e 10 day slog 
using poles and lining 

rapids with leg 
power began. 
� e distant  
mountains 
provided a 
spectacular 
backdrop as 
shown by the 
photo le� . It 
was a slog but 
a scenic slog 
which cer-
tainly helped.

When 
reaching the 
upper Rat the 
river divides 
into three and 

we were soon in a ditch before breaking 
through to Ogilvie Lake just before the 
lumpy divide portage in McDougall Pass. 
We spent three days in the scenic spot 
enjoying its views and resting our weary 
bodies.

� en it was a drag across Summit Lake  
and into another ditch river, the Little 
Bell which became the Bell and � nally the 
mighty Porcupine River, a classic broad 
and powerful river that was heading for the 
Yukon River over the border in Alaska.

� e paddling was easy with lots of � ow 
and no real rapids and it would have been 
neat to go to the Yukon River and feel like a 
real sourdough. But that would have been a 
logistical nightmare for getting the canoes out. 

Instead we � nished at Old Crow, Yukon 
a scenic and very interesting village. From 
here we were able to actually throw our  
canoes on a skedded Air North DC3 which 
made a detour from its regular run to take 
us over to Inuvik where we started. From 
there we had the canoes shipped down to 
Yellowknife for future trips.

� e Rat and Porcupine remains one 
of our favourite trips for its great history, 
spectacular scenery and few bugs.   
250 miles/23 days
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The Best of CHE-MUN
We were pleased to have been able to unveil some interesting maps over the years with the two below topping the list. David 
Thompson’s hand drawn map of Lake Superior (c 1820) was opened and unrolled in front of us in the British Museum in 1990 hav-
ing been  rarely seen for years. Below, George Douglas’ hand drawn map of a prime section of his 1911-12 Lands Forlorn trip is a 
map that did not make his book and was uncovered by HACC Historian Sean Peake who met with Mrs. Douglas in the early 1990s.



Jonathan Berger is a canoeing fanatic 
and, not surprisingly, a long time 
subscriber to Che-Mun. He is known 

for the unique, rough drawings he creates 
to illustrate his northern trips instead of 
photos. He is also known for producing the 
superb work Canoe Atlas of the Little North 

a few years 
back for 
which we 
have tre-
mendous 
admira-
tion.

And 
now this 
68 year old 
Penn-
sylvania 
lawyer has 
penned 
a canoe 
memoir 
- and self 
published 

it which means you get to use a much 
younger photo of yourself on the back 
cover.

Back Blaze is the story of a canoe trip in 
1962 across the top of  northern Ontario 
with three kids, however it is actually 
an amalgam of many trips Berger did in 
northern Ontario with young kids, includ-
ing his own, over several years. � ough he 
doesn’t boldly state this anywhere in the 
book, it is alluded to. And his � rst big trip 
was on the Albany River in 1962.

Berger was a well trained paddler - a 
product of Camp Wabun, a noted Temag-
ami tripping camp and he knew he had 
paddling in his veins for life - and was 
right. It forms his life even today.

With remarkable detail and using 
a conversational style Berger takes us 
through the route from Chiveston Lake 
on the CN rail line north of � under Bay 
through various waterways to the Attawa-
piskat River and then down to Hudson Bay. 

I wondered how he could recall so many 
details and it is a gi�  though sometimes 
there are slips as when he recalls the kids 
singing Beatles tunes - not in 1962 - more 
than a year before Ed Sullivan brought 
them to us.

For a self published book the text is 
remarkably clean and well written. 
� ough his � rst reference to the 
title of the book in the Introduc-
tion he means to say “a canoe trip is 
a memory - a back blaze” showing 
the route back- however it is written 
“black blaze” and I was puzzled if I 
had missed something. [Ed. Note - It 
was a typo and Berger tells us he paid a 
lot of money for proof reading!] But not 
to quibble, Back Blaze is an enjoyable 
reminiscence of a time in the recent 
past and draws on a lifetime of pad-
dling in northern Ontario.

One of the joys of travel years ago is 
that there were many native families out 
on the various lakes and rivers and you 
got to interact with them. � is included 
being led down rapids on the upper Albany 
River by an Ojibway grandmother who 
knew the safe route through the rapids. 
� ere are lots of great � shing stories and a 
real sense of how Berger paced the trip with 
a camp counsellor’s eye for how much kids 
and take and how much they want to do.

� e route to the Attawapiskat was via 
the Eabamet and Marten Drinking rivers 
and included upstream travel and over 
the height of land. All of these were routes 
done by Berger.

It is a canoe tale (or a bunch of them), 
and a good one written by someone with a 
true passion of paddling and its history.

Missing the Tyrrell broth-
ers’ cairn at their “Reindeer 
Camp” on Carey Lake on the 

Dubawnt River remains a sore point with 
the HACC. We had to detour from our 
planned route down the Dubawnt because 
of extensive ice in Carey and it was where 
we were heading west.

We longed to reach that famed boulder, 

captured with its Union Jack � ying in 1893 
as we were a group including three Peake 
brothers trying for the fraternal connec-
tion.

But luckily many other paddlers had the 
opportunity to add their names to the glass 
jar that stood there, 

of unknown 
origin, for 
many years. 
Noted Mani-
toba paddler 
and teacher 
Brian Johnston 
passed by a 
few years back 
and decided to 
help preserve 
the memories 
deteriorating 
inside. 

� is larger 
format book 
has new and 

historic photos and a tran-
scription of the notes contained as some of 
them had badly faded. Johnston was able to 
contact some of those paddlers to con� rm 
what they wrote.

By far the most impressive modern-
day entry was that of the 1974 expedition 
featuring Fred Gaskin, as three couples 
became the � rst to re-enact the entire route 
the Tyrrells did in 1893. It was an elaborate 
a� air and included a copy of a personal let-
ter from prime Minister Pierre Trudeau as 
well a load of supporting material.

Many other noted paddlers have signed 
in please - including John Lentz, George 
Luste and Dick Irwin who all arrived on 
the day man landed on the moon - July 20, 
1969. � at nicely combines with the fact 
that � rst visitor note a� er Tyrrell was in 
1955, by a man named Neil Armstrong! 
Later that summer the Mo� att party passed 
by but there is no record of an entry de-
spite some suggestion they did.

One interesting group was the couple 
Juanita and Dave DeMello from Maine 
who passed by enroute from Wollaston 
Lake to Whale Cove in 1991. Like David 
Pelly’s 1997 Arctic Cairn Notes, Brian 
Johnston has done a great job in preserving 
memories and history from a very remote 
and historic place.
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might reap from uranium mining.
“Uranium is a controversial topic, and must be considered 

separately from conventional mining activities exploiting other 
minerals in Nunavik,” Tukkiapik says.

Makivik Corporation, the land claims organization, teamed 
up with the Kativik Regional Government in stating their case 
to Quebec’s environmental consultation o�  ce.

� e land claims organization made the announcement 
following three years of consultations throughout Nunavik’s 
14 communities. � ey also did consultations in Montreal and 
some neighbouring Cree villages.

KRG chair Maggie Emudluk says the key concern is the 
health of country food. Inuit rely on hunting wildlife for sus-
tenance, and Emudluk says the impact of radioactive material 
getting into the food chain could be deadly.

“� e psychological e� ects cannot be underestimated,” she 
says. “People are afraid of uranium in general, but when a 
population is so dependent on locally sourced food, the fear 
and uncertainty escalate.”

It remains to be seen whether the declaration is legally en-
forceable under Quebec law.

The MV Nunavik made history last September when 
it traversed the fabled Northwest Passage without the 
help of an icebreaker. It was the first cargo ship ever 

to do so, but it likely won’t be the last. As the climate warms 
over the next few decades, Arctic shipping routes will open 
more often, which could save significant amounts of time and 
money for both companies and countries.

At this year’s meeting of the American Geophysical Union, 
Stephenson and Laurence Smith of the University of California 
Los Angeles, presented the scenarios for three potential routes 
through the Arctic: the Northern Sea route along the northern 
coast of Russia, the Northwest Passage through the Canadian 
Arctic, and the Trans-Polar Route over the North Pole.

� e Northern Sea Route would cut travel time between 
Rotterdam and Yokohama by as much as 40 percent. � e 
Northwest Passage and the Trans-Polar Route are attractive for 
similar reasons – if they are navigable.

To get an idea of which routes could be navigable by mid-
century, the researchers ran shipping simulations for 10 well 
known climate models through the year 2060. � ey were 
surprised at how dramatically the models di� ered from each 
other – particularly because the models had agreed when they 
(accurately) predicted sea ice in the past.

� e biggest surprise centered on the Northwest Passage. 
Two of the models showed it thawing earlier and more reliably 
than the Northern Sea route. Yet, currently the Northern Sea 
route opens earliest and most reliably. � e Northwest Passage 
might be usable occasionally, but has a tendency to collect 
ice from other parts of the Arctic, clogging the narrow straits 
between the islands.year.

� e Norse, who explored Greenland and North America 

during a particularly warm period during the 11th century, got 
as far as Ellesmere Island. It took until 1903-1906 for Norwe-
gian Roald Amundsen and his crew to be the � rst Europeans 
to make the passage. � ey traveled in a sloop that could handle 
shallow water.

Modern cargo ships need deep water, which limits their 
potential routes through the passage. � e Nunavik draws 10.2 
m (33 feet) of water, and is at the smaller end of the size range 
for cargo ships. As a polar class vessel, the Nunavik also has 
a forti� ed hull that can withstand up to 1.5 meters (5 feet) of 
ice traveling at 3 knots. In September 2014, she carried 23,000 
tons of nickel ore from Deception Bay in northern Quebec to 
Bayuquan in China, completing the Northwest Passagefrom 
Port Deception to Alaska’s Point Barrow in just 11 days.

Quebec Premier Philippe Couillard set out his plan to 
bolster the ailing finances of the French-speaking 
Canadian province yesterday as he kicked off a road 

show in the heart of London’s financial district.
Couillard is seeking investors for Plan Nord, a project to 

develop territory north of the 49th parallel measuring 460,000 
square miles -- almost � ve times the size of the U.K. -- with 
potential in mining, energy, and forestry. Quebec, among 
Canada’s most indebted regional governments, is working on a 
long-term strategy that includes cashing in on natural resour-
ces such as iron ore to help it pay for social programs and new 
bridges.

� e premier met with several potential investors in London, 
he said in an interview with Bloomberg News a� er speaking 
to a business audience whose guests included executives from 
global mining giant Rio Tinto Plc and Canadian Imperial 
Bank of Commerce. His push to attract capital will continue 
across Europe, with stops in Wales and Belgium before he joins 
leaders in Davos, Switzerland, at the World Economic Forum 
meeting next week.

Former Liberal Premier Jean Charest unveiled Plan Nord in 
2011 as a 25-year project to attract C$80 billion in investment 
and create an average of 20,000 jobs a year.

Quebec, the country’s largest province by area and its 
second-most populous, has grappled with political turmoil 
including a narrowly defeated 1995 referendum on the issue of 
separating from Canada.

Opportunities for exploiting the province’s commodities, 
which include iron ore, rare earth, diamonds, nickel and 
graphite, balance some of the risks associated with the current 
global slump in resource prices, Couillard said.

“Because the price of some of those commodities is low, it is 
time now to invest in infrastructure,” he said in the interview. 
“When the cycle goes up again, which it always does -- then we 
can immediately start exploiting those resources.

CANOESWORTHY continued
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One of the trips we never got to was the Tree River which fl ows north into the Arctic Ocean east of the Coppermine. We contacted Jon Fenn and gave him some info 
for his 2013 trip and he sent some great shots from their 2013 Tree trip. That’s him above with that amazing char and below his friend Max with a massive lake trout.


